
Class 2 Weekly Update 

Date: 12.11.21 

Dear Parents, 

It has been lovely to speak to you all via Zoom over the past few weeks, thank you for making the time to arrange and 

attend these meetings.          The Week in brief  

Phonics 

This week we have been reading and writing words and sentences with the ‘ou’ saying ‘ow’ and ‘ew’ saying ‘oo’ or 

‘yoo’ digraphs. The children’s bank of alternative spellings for different phonemes is really starting to build up now 

which will open up a greater variety of books that they will be able to decode independently.  

English 

We have continues to use Beegu as a stimulus for our English work and I have been so impressed with how the 

children’s independent writing is improving! This week we have used adjectives to describe characters from the 

Beegu story and then we have invented our own aliens and described them. Year 2 pupils have also been spelling 

words with ‘le’ endings and writing statements, exclamations, commands and questions. 

Maths 

The focus this week has been subtraction we have looked at a variety of methods from taking away, counting back on 

number lines, using base 10 and also using column method.  

Other Subjects 

We completed our geography pre-topic assessment and it was interesting to see which parts of the world map were 

identified as being the UK!  Over the next few weeks we will be learning how to find the UK on a world map, 

identifying the 4 countries, capitals and seas of the UK.  Some Year 2 children showed that they could recall some of 

this information really well already, so they will explore inquiry questions such as which country has largest 

population, tallest mountain, longest river, biggest lake etc. 

In science the children sequenced the lifecycle of a human.  In art the children looked at the work of Picasso and 

created their own Picasso style portraits.  For PSHE the children have been learning about keeping safe around 

medicines.  We also had a visit about internet safety from D:Side this week. 

Homework and Spellings 

Please help your child to learn these spelling by Thursday 18th Nov.  There are some games on Tapestry to help.  The 

Tapestry post also has digital copies of the maths homework too. 

Year 1 spellings ue saying oo and oe saying oa: blue, glue, true, clue, argue, toe, goes, he, she, asked 

Year 2 spellings are words ending in y which changes i when adding er or est: happier, happiest, funnier, funniest, 

easier, easiest, luckier, luckiest, father ( I’ll pick one out of: glass or class in the test.) 

Have a lovely weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Mrs Dodd 


